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Abstract. We present an overview on observables in gravity mainly from a loop quantum
gravity perspective. The gauge group of general relativity is the diffeomorphism group of the
underlying manifold. Consequently, general relativity is a totally constrained theory with
vanishing canonical Hamiltonian. This fact, often referred to as the problem of time, provides
the main conceptual difficulty towards the construction of gauge-invariant local observables.
Nevertheless, within the framework of complete observables, that encode relations between
dynamical fields, remarkable progress has been made during the last 20 years. Although
analytic control over observables for full gravity is still lacking, perturbative calculations
have been performed and within de-parameterizable toy models it was possible for the first
time to construct a full set of gauge invariant observables for a background independent
field theory. We review these developments and comment on their implications for quantum
gravity.
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1 Introduction

As already noted by Dirac [1] the observables of any first class constraint theory must be constant
along the gauge orbits and therefore have vanishing Poisson brackets with all the constraints.
In the case of general relativity the gauge group is the four-dimensional diffeomorphism group,
therefore the theory is fully constrained meaning that the canonical Hamiltonian vanishes on the
constraint surface [2]. Thus, gravitational observables do not evolve dynamically, which is some-
times referred to as the ‘problem of time’ [3, 4, 5]. This non-evolution of observable quantities
in gravity is in conflict with our observations as we experience the gravitational interaction as
a dynamical process. However, the resolution to this apparent paradox lies in the fact that the
canonical Hamiltonian describes evolution in coordinate time which, due to general relativity’s
invariance under general coordinate transformations, is indeed meaningless. What we observe
is evolution with respect to other fields, for example the matter content of the universe.
From a mathematical point of view it is easy to construct a specific class of observables, namely
spacetime integrals over scalar densities. These quantities can easily be seen to commute with
the four dimensional diffeomorphism constraints. However, they do not possess a local interpre-
tation, which renders them pretty much useless as far as local observations are concerned. Local
observables are much harder to construct: consider for example a scalar field φ(σ). The action
of the spatial diffeomorphism constraint on this field is given by ∂aφ(σ). Unless φ(σ) := φ0 is
chosen constant it cannot be an observable, thus local fields do not qualify as observables for
general relativity. In fact, as was noted by Torre [6], general relativistic observables have to
include an infinite number of derivatives and are therefore very non-local.
These problems can be resolved in the framework of complete observables which, in its present
form, was first introduced by Rovelli [7, 8]. The main idea is to relate multiple gauge-dependent
fields in a gauge-invariant way and thus a precise implementation of the idea that all that matters
in general relativity are relations between dynamical quantities. The mathematical underpin-
ning of this formalism was substantially enhanced by Dittrich in [9, 10] and presented in a form
that makes it applicable for full general relativity.
However, applied to general relativity the formalism is rather complicated and therefore calcu-
lations could not be pushed beyond the formal level in full analyticity so far. How can local
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observables, such as for example gravitational waves, be described in a fully gauge-invariant
way? Progress into that direction was made in [11, 12] where perturbation theory around a
fixed spacetime was developed.
For full general relativity with realistic matter content the structure of the observable algebra is
difficult to obtain analytically. However, it turns out that for certain matter models the theory
de-parameterizes and a full set of gauge invariant observables can be derived. This was for
example done using pressure-less dust fields [13, 14] or a scalar field [15, 16]. The matter fields
used there play the role of a dynamically coupled physical reference frame. Disregarding their
phenomenological viability these models allowed for a first time to analytically study the prob-
lem of observables in a fully background independent field theory. Thus, there is hope that the
techniques used there can be generalized to realistic matter models such as ordinary standard
model matter.

Whereas the question of observables for classical gravity is by now rather well understood, at
least on a conceptual level, similar developments for quantum gravity are still lacking. There
are candidate theories that provide a framework for quantum dynamics of the gravitational field
at the Planck scale, most notably among them loop quantum gravity [17, 18], but the details of
the physical Hilbert space (that is, the quantum analogue of the classical equivalence classes of
solutions to Einstein’s equations) remain to a large extent unexplored. Therefore, a systematic
analysis of quantum gravitational observables could not be carried out so far.
However, there has been a lot of progress using finite dimensional toy models to understand the
conceptual difficulties that arise when the principles of quantum mechanics are combined with
background independence, most notably by Rovelli and collaborators (see for example [19]).
Within these models strategies have been developed to encode dynamics in a timeless quantum
system and it was shown how to re-obtain unitary evolution in some limit.
On the field theoretic side progress concerning observables for quantum gravity [20, 16] has
mainly been made in the de-parameterizable models mentioned above, where the problem of
time can be circumvented by choosing a dynamically coupled reference frame. However, as the
material reference frame essentially remains classical all the way down to the Planck scale it is
still under investigation in how far these models can be trusted in the deep quantum regime.

In this review we give an overview over all these developments. The main focus of the article
is definitively on the classical side, as most results concerning observables in gravity concern
the classical theory. Towards the end of this article we comment on the implications of these
developments for quantum gravity and discuss what has been achieved so far1.

1 The field of observables for classical and quantum gravity is a field with a long history that still receives a
lot of attention. Here we focus mainly on the results that are relevant from a loop quantum gravity perspective.
We try to give an overview of the relevant developments, but due to the breadth of the field, such an overview is
necessarily selective and represents the author’s own view on the field. There are many interesting works which
are not covered by this article: here we restrict ourselves to observables for four-dimensional gravity. There are
interesting contributions in the context of three-dimensional gravity, for example by Meusburger [21, 22] and
Livine and Ryan [23] which potentially could clarify the 4d case as well. Jacobson and collaborators have done a
lot of research on Einstein-aether theories [24], which in a sense are very similar to the de-parameterizable matter
models described in this article. Barbour and collaborators question the hypothesis that observables should
commute with all the constraints of the theory. This necessarily leads to a notion of observable different from the
one discussed here [25, 26, 27], see also Anderson’s view on the problem of time [28] and the recently proposed
reformulation of general relativity in terms of ‘shape dynamics’ [29]. Within the general boundary formalism
for quantum field theories there has been recent progress by Oeckl [30] and Wald has analyzed the problem of
observables from a quantum field theory on curved spacetimes perspective [31, 32]. Also, we left out most of the
developments concerning observables in loop quantum cosmology, see [33, 34] for a comprehensive review.
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2 Complete observables for Hamiltonian constraint systems

General relativity is a gauge theory with Diff(M) as a gauge group, that is, mathematically
different solutions to Einstein’s equations which are related by a diffeomorphism can not be
distinguished from physical grounds. Such equivalence classes of solutions are the observables
of the theory. In general relativity the gauge structure is strongly interlinked with the question
of observers: different observers, related by a diffeomorphism, will use different solutions to
Einstein’s equations to describe the same physical situation. A strategy to compute observables
that is especially well suited for this interlink is the method of complete observables, which we
discuss in this section.

2.1 A warmup example

Before diving into the details of the mathematical formalism we discuss an almost trivial, but
nevertheless illuminating, warmup example to illustrate the general idea. Consider a free non-
relativistic particle in one spatial dimension (hence, the configuration space is one-dimensional)
with an action given by

S[q] :=

t2
∫

t1

dt
1

2
mq̇2 , (1)

where q is the position of the particle, m its mass and a dot indicates a derivative with respect
to t. Evaluating S[q] on its extremal points gives the solutions q(τ) = q + p

m
(τ − t), where p

denotes the particle momentum. As S[q] has no non-trivial symmetries, there are no constraints
and therefore q(τ) is the time evolution of an observable. In non-relativistic physics one usually
assumes that the time parameter t corresponds to some external clock which is not influenced by
the dynamics of the system. However, this is not the case in general relativity due to background
independence: there is no preferred notion of external time.
To mimic this feature of background independence one can reformulate the non-relativistic
particle and introduce an additional (unphysical) parameter s. Consider an action principle on
an extended two-dimensional configuration space

Sext[q, t] :=

s2
∫

s1

ds
1

2
m
q′2

t′
, (2)

where a slash now denotes derivatives with respect to s. One can easily see that both actions
generate the same equations of motion because (2) evaluated on paths (q(s), t(s)) gives the
same value as (1) evaluated on paths q(s(t)). Obviously, (2) is invariant under a general re-
parameterization s → s̃ := f(s) where f is an arbitrary smooth function. This is the analogue
of the diffeomorphism symmetry in general relativity. Introducing momenta pt and p associated
to the extended configuration space variables t and q respectively one can perform a Legen-
dre transformation to obtain a canonical formulation of that system. However, the Legendre
transformation turns out to be singular, which leads to a constraint

c := pt +
p2

2m
, (3)

and the Hamiltonian of the extended system is given by

Hext = N(q, pq, t, pt)c , (4)

where N(q, pq, t, pt) is an arbitrary function on the extended phase space, analogous to lapse
and shift in the canonical formulation of general relativity.
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All observables must have vanishing Poisson-brackets with the constraint and, as a consequence,
do not evolve in parameter-time s. This is analogous to the ‘problem of time’ found in general
relativity.
In this toy model there is an easy explanation and solution to this paradox: We introduced
the additional parameter-time by hand, therefore evolution in s is meaningless. From (1) we
already know that the only observable is given by q(τ), that is, it encodes a relation between
the two dynamical variables q and t. In more detail the gauge orbits of q and t, generated by
the constraint c are given by

q(s) := αs
c
(q) = q +

p

m
s, t(s) := αs

c
(t) = t+ s . (5)

The latter can trivially be inverted for s, and for each fixed value t(s)
!
= τ we can insert this

into the first to obtain

q(τ) = q +
p

m
(τ − t) , (6)

which can directly be seen to commute with (3). As we will see soon this is an example of
a more general construction principle for gauge-invariant observables. Considering the gauge
orbits αs

c
(q) and αs

c
(t) of the two phase space functions q and t an observable is given by

F τq,t := αs
c
(q)

∣

∣

αs
c
(t)=τ

, (7)

that is, the value of q at that point of the gauge orbit where t takes the value τ . This is an
example of the intuitive idea that in a background independent theory all that matters are
relations between dynamical quantities. In the following we explain how this statement can be
made mathematically precise.

2.2 A remark on alternative proposals

It is important to note that the method of complete observables, which we will mainly concen-
trate on in this article and which is the precise mathematical implementation of the idea spelled
out in equation (7) is one way to express the physical content of general relativity, but by far
not the only one. For example, Rovelli [17] has noted that gauge invariant observables à la (7)
are not the only quantities of physical interest in general relativity: his argument is based on
the observation that Einstein’s equations are applied succesfully to numerous astrophysical and
cosmological measurements without even bothering about gauge-invariant observables. There
one uses gauge-dependent partial observables (namely the metric, coordinate-distances, etc . . . )
to describe what one observes. One possible way to interpret this is the following: the coor-
dinates which one measures are the readings of some physical coordinate system (for example
defined by the collection of all matter fields present in the universe). However, typically one
does not bother to describe this collection of all matter fields in the universe as it is way to
complicated. Thus, observable quantities seem gauge-dependent from the restricted point of
view. When including equations for the dynamical evolution of all matter into this system one
expects that the partial observables of the restricted system emerge as the complete observables
of the full system fixed to some gauge.
This observation is realized in a precise way in the de-parameterizable matter models which we
will discuss further down. Something similar is conjectured to happen when considering a uni-
verse filled with more realistic matter content. There one does not have enough analytic control
on the expressions to actually prove that this is truly the case. But the (experimentally well
established) fact that one can use Einstein’s equations for gauge-dependent partial observables
to describe physical observations is a strong indication into this direction.
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Many of the results in loop quantum gravity, such as for example the calculation of the gravi-
ton propagator from a fully background independent point of view (see [35] for a review), are
performed on the level of the kinematical Hilbert space, thus implicitely using gauge-dependent
partial observables. Thus, their validity has sometimes been questioned due to the issue of
gauge-invariance. From our point of view such calculations are perfectly fine as they are carried
out in the semi-classical regime: by the same argument as for classical gravity one can conjecture
the gauge-dependence of observable quantities to be related to our ignorance of the surrounding
fields that provide a physical reference frame. Taking into account all these fields (which will
not be possible practically) would render the quantum partial observables gauge invariant. At
least in a regime where a sufficient number of degrees of freedom can still be treated classically
(to provide the dynamical reference frame) this interpretation will always be possible. Whether
a similar scheme holds in the deep quantum regime, where all degrees of freedom need to be
treated quantum mechanically, is an open question, as one would encounter all the difficulties
that occur within standard quantum mechanics when treating the measurement aparatus quan-
tum mechanically as well. But for the moment we do not consider this too big a problem. Should
there be any experimental contact with quantum gravity in the future this will first concern the
semiclassical regime. However, it remains an interesting conceptual question.

2.3 Detailed construction

Consider the Hamiltonian formulation of a classical mechanical system with d degrees of free-
dom2: Let M be a 2d–dimensional symplectic manifold (the phase space) with symplectic
2–form Ω ∈ Λ2(M). We will be interested in the special case where M = T ∗Q has the structure
of a cotangent bundle over some manifold Q (the configuration space) as this is the kind of
structure that one gets when starting from an action principle and then performing a Legendre
transformation. To each function f ∈ C∞(M) one can associate a Hamiltonian vector field as

χf := Ω−1(df, ·) ,

which in turn defines the Poisson bracket structure on C∞(M):

{·, ·} : C∞(M)× C∞(M) → C∞(M);

f, f ′ 7→ {f, f ′} := Ω(χf , χf ′) .

Let H ∈ C∞(M) be a function on phase space and χH the associated Hamiltonian vector field.
Then one can define the flow of f ∈ C∞(M) generated by H as a one–parameter family of maps

αtH : C∞(M) → C∞(M); f 7→ αtH(f) ,

where the flow αtH(y) of a point y ∈ M is the unique solution to the differential equation

d

dt
αtH(y) = χH(α

t
H(y)), α0

H(y) = y , (8)

and the action on C∞(M) is defined via pullback

αtH(f)(y) := f(αtH(y)) ∀f ∈ C∞(M) .

Among all possible phase space functions there is one of particular importance: the Hamiltonian
H ∈ C∞(M) which is related to the action functional S of the Lagrangian formalism via a
Legendre transformation. Dynamical evolution on phase space is defined via its flow: for any
phase space function f time evolution is given by

f(t) := αtH(f) .

2For simplicity, assume here that d is finite. With more care these methods easily generalize to the field
theoretic case.
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Now assume that there is a set of constraints3 {cI}I∈I (for an index set I) fulfilling the first class
property, i.e. they form a closed Poisson algebra (possibly with structure functions) {cI , cJ} =
f IJK c

K . Such first class constraints typically emerge when the action functional S is invariant
under gauge symmetries and, as a consequence, the Legendre transformation is degenerate. The
constraint hypersurface C is defined to be the subspace C ⊂ M where all the constraints vanish,
i.e.

C := {y ∈ M|cI(y) = 0; ∀I ∈ I} ,

and any equality that holds at least on C is called a weak equality, denoted by ≃:

f ≃ f ′ ⇔ f(y) = f ′(y) ∀y ∈ C, f, f ′ ∈ C∞(M) .

Using (8) one can explicitly calculate the flow:

αtH(f)(y) =
∞
∑

n=0

tn

n!
{H(y), f(y)}(n) , (9)

where {H, f}(0) := f and {H, f}(n) := {H, {H, f}(n−1)} iteratively. The flow fulfills the group

property, i.e. αtH(f) ◦ αsH(f) = αt+sH (f).
In this formalism a gauge transformation G is a map from the constraint surface to the constraint
surface that can be written as a composition of flows generated by a first class set of constraints
{cI}I∈I ,

G : C → C;
y 7→ G(y) = α∑

I∈I

βI cI
(y) := α1∑

I∈I

βI cI
(y) , (10)

for arbitrary real parameters {βI}I∈I . If the constraints are algebraically independent, the
gauge transformations for each y ∈ C span an |I|–dimensional sub–manifold of C, the gauge
orbit. Gauge transformations on C∞(M) are then defined via pullback. Note that each gauge
orbit remains unchanged if the first class set of constraints {cI}I∈I is replaced by an arbitrary
linear combination thereof. That is, for an arbitrary non–singular matrix AIJ(y), the gauge orbit
defined by {c̃}I∈I with c̃

I = AIJc
J is exactly the same.

Physical observables must be gauge invariant, thus are constant along each gauge orbit. There-
fore, gauge orbits and not points in phase space are the objects in phase space with an unam-
biguous physical interpretation. However, one can try to simplify this picture by fixing the gauge
and picking out exactly one representative of each gauge orbit: this can be achieved by finding

|I| algebraically independent phase space functions TK(y) and fix their values to TK(y)
!
= τK .

In order to ensure that the gauge fixing singles out one and only one point from each gauge
orbit the following to conditions must be fulfilled (see e.g. [36]):

1. The chosen gauge must be accessible. That is, for each point y ∈ C there exists a gauge
transformation G as defined in (10) that maps the point y onto a point y′ ∈ C fulfilling the
gauge–fixing conditions TK(y

′) ≃ τK .

2. The gauge conditions TK(y) ≃ τK must fix the gauge completely, i.e. there must be no
other gauge transformation other than the identity left preserving TK(y) ≃ τK .

3In field theories one will in general encounter an infinite number of constraints. In this case one has a set
{cI}I∈I where I is an infinite index set.
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However, for an arbitrary gauge system there exists no constructive scheme that allows to find
such a perfect set of gauge fixing conditions globally4 due to topological obstructions, so called
Gribov ambiguities (see e.g. [37]).

An alternative approach, which circumvents the need to fix a specific gauge is the method of
complete observables, based mainly on ideas of Rovelli5 (see [7, 8] and references therein). The
starting point is that all observables are constants along each gauge orbit. Due to (9) this can
be written as

{cI , O} ≃ 0 ∀I ∈ I . (11)

These quantities are often called Dirac observables. For simple systems with one constraint
Rovelli found a way to construct Dirac observables that have a very intuitive meaning: let
f, T ∈ C∞(M) be two arbitrary phase space functions and c ∈ C∞(M) a single constraint.
These phase space functions are referred to as partial observables, emphasizing the fact that
these still contain gauge degrees of freedom. But one can combine these two in a relational
manner to obtain a gauge invariant quantity,

F τf,T (y) := αt
c
(f)(y)

∣

∣

αt
c
(T )(y)=τ

. (12)

These gauge invariant quantities are then called complete observables. Their interpretation is the
following: Let f be a partial observable that associates a value to each point y on the constraint
surface C. The constraint c attaches a gauge orbit to each point y, given by αt

c
(y), parameterized

by t. The same holds for T (y). Now F τf,T (y) associates to each point y on the constraint surface

the value αt0
c
(f)(y) where the specific value t0 for the parameter t is given by αt0

c
(T )(y) = τ .

This construction ensures that the complete observables are constants along the gauge orbit and
therefore commute with the constraints.
The properties of the above defined complete observable depend very much on the properties
of the partial observables used in this construction. Practically one has to solve the relation
αt
c
(T )(y) = τ for t in order to eliminate t in (12). Generally there is no guaranty that the flow

of T can be uniquely solved for t and the resulting complete observables (12) will generally be
multi–valued. If one requires the complete observables to be unique one must demand that the
phase space function T has a monotonic behavior along the gauge orbit.
The concept of complete observables generalizes to the case with more than one6 constraint
following Dittrich [9]: for an arbitrary |I|-dimensional first class constraint system {cI}I∈I a
gauge transformation is given by (10). Analogous to (12), a complete observable can then be
defined as a relation between a phase space function f and a set of |I| algebraically independent
phase space functions TK , coined clock variables in this context:

F τKf,TK (y) = α∑

I∈I

βI cI
(f)(y)

∣

∣

α ∑

I∈I

βI c
I (TK)(y)=τK

. (13)

The interpretation is the the same as before, but the situation gets more complicated because the
gauge orbit is not one–dimensional but |I|–dimensional. In order to get a single–valued complete

4As most investigations in gauge theories are carried out at a perturbative level, for many practical purposes
this is not a severe problem: one fixes a gauge which fulfills the criteria stated above in a phase space region
larger than the radius of convergence of the perturbation series. However, when interested in non-perturbative
properties of a gauge theory, such as confinement of quarks in QCD or non-perturbative calculations in gravity,
this is not possible. Therefore it is worth to develop alternative strategies to compute the physical degrees of
freedom of a gauge theory. One of them, which fits very well with the interlink between gauge symmetry and
background independence in general relativity is the method of complete observables.

5A different, however related, perspective was developed earlier by Bergmann and Komar, see for example
[38, 39, 40].

6This construction includes the case of an infinite number of constraints, needed for the treatment of field
theory. If I has uncountable cardinality the sum must be replaced by an appropriate integral in the following.
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observable F τKf,TK (y) all the equations TK(y) = τK are required to have a unique solution7. One
can rewrite (13) in a more convenient form realizing that the complete observables fulfill a set
of differential equations:

∂

∂τL
F τKf,TK (y) ≃ F τK

(A−1)L
M

{cM ,f},TK
(y), F

τK=TK(y)
f,TK

(y) = f(y) , (14)

where

AJK := {cJ , TK} (15)

is an |I|×|I|matrix8 and (A−1)JKA
L
J = δLK and AKJ (A

−1)LK = δLJ where summation over repeated
indices is assumed. The (formal) solution to (14) in terms of an infinite sum is

F τKf,TK ≃
∞
∑

n=0

1

n!
{c̃Kn , {. . . , {c̃K2 , {c̃K1 , f}, . . . } ×

×(τK1
− TK1

)(τK2
− TK2

) . . . (τKn − TKn) , (16)

where c̃
K := (A−1)KJ c

J .
By computing the Poisson bracket of (16) with the constraints one can check that it is indeed a
weak Dirac observable. There one uses that the set of constraints {c̃I}I∈I is “weakly Abelian”
(see below). Note that (16) so far is only a formal expression, neither there is a guarantee that
AJK can be inverted throughout the whole phase space nor that the infinite sum will eventually
converge. These properties will in general depend strongly on the choice of the clocks TK .
However, (16) serves as the starting point for an illuminating perturbative analysis [11, 12],
which we discuss in section 3.3.
The constraints c̃

K defined above describe the same gauge orbits as the original ones c
K and

furthermore fulfill the following important properties as can easily be calculated [9]:

{c̃J , TK} ≃ δJK , {c̃K , c̃L} = O(c2) ≃ 0 , (17)

where O(c2) denotes terms at least quadratic in the constraints, for which reason the latter
property is also referred to as ‘weakly Abelian’ in the literature. Introducing these weakly
Abelian constraints instead of the original set was the key point that allowed Dittrich to express
the Dirac observables of an arbitrary constraint system as an infinite power series as in (16).
In section 3.2.1 we will see that, for a peculiar class of clock fields, the above weak equalities
can be replaced by strong equalities (i.e. they hold everywhere in phase space) which leads
to further simplifications. For a detailed discussion of the mathematical properties of these
complete observables from a symplectic geometric point of view see [41]. For example, one can
show that associating complete observables to partial observables is an algebra morphism,

F τKf ·g+h,TK = F τKf,TK · F τKg,TK + F τKh,TK .

3 Complete Observables for General Relativity

The formalism discussed in the last section can in principle be applied to any first class gauge
system. However, the relational approach unfolds its true value when applied to general rel-
ativity. There the gauge symmetry (invariance under diffeomorphism of the four dimensional

7Even if there is no unique solution to TK(y) = τK it is possible to define the complete observable F
τK
f,TK

(y)
if α ∑

I∈I

βIc
I (f) takes the same value for all these solutions. This was formally achieved by introducing “partially

invariant partial observables” (see [9]).
8In the case of an infinite dimensional constraint system AJ

K(σ, σ′) is an integral kernel where K,J are now
discrete indices and σ, σ′ continuous ones.
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manifold) is directly linked to the choice of observer which can ideally be accounted for within
the relational approach. However, due to the complexity of the gauge group analytic results for
full general relativity coupled to realistic matter fields have not been developed beyond the for-
mal level so far. Nevertheless, there exist some interesting formal results mainly due to Dittrich
[10]. Furthermore, perturbation theory has been developed which links the complete observables
(16), evaluated in the neighborhood of a fixed phase space point of symmetry-reduced sector
therein, to the dynamics of standard field theory on a given background [11, 12]. Besides that,
it turns out that the problem of calculating observables simplifies drastically when applying
the formalism to general relativity coupled to a specific class of matter fields9. These matter
fields are rather non-standard and further research is needed to decide whether the specific mod-
els considered so far have any phenomenological significance. However, they provide examples
where complete observables can be calculated exactly in a field theoretic context and therefore
allow some insights in the gauge structure of general relativity. We discuss these developments
in this section.

3.1 General formalism

The Hamiltonian form of general relativity10 was first introduced by Arnowitt, Deser and Misner
in [2]. The 4-dimensional manifold M = R × Σ is split into 3-dimensional spatial slices, the
geometry on each slice Σt is described by a Euclidean metric qab(σ) and the canonical momentum
pab(σ) is related to the extrinsic curvature of these spatial slices as embedded in M . Thus, the
phase space M of general relativity is given by the conjugate pair

{qab(σ), pcd(σ′)} = δ(σ, σ′)δc(aδ
d
b) , (18)

where the round brackets denote symmetrization in the spatial indices. There are four constraints
per spatial point, the (spatial) diffeomorphism constraint and the Hamiltonian (or scalar) con-
straint,

ca := −2

κ
qacDbp

bc, c :=
1

κ

1√
det q

[

qacqbd −
1

2
qabqcd

]

pabpcd −
√

det qR(q) ,

where Db denotes the covariant derivative, R(q) the 3-dimensional Ricci-scalar and κ the gravi-
tational coupling constant.
(Gauge-) dynamics in the ADM-formalism is encoded via the canonical Hamiltonian

Hcan[N, ~N ] =

∫

dσN(σ)c(σ) +Na(σ)ca(σ) (19)

which vanishes on the constraint hypersurface. The Lagrange multipliers N and Na are known
as lapse function and shift vector and encode the normal and tangential directions (to the spatial
hypersurfaces Σt) of the dynamical flow. That the canonical Hamiltonian of general relativity
is totally constrained is a feature shared with all background independent theories.
Defining the smeared constraints as

−→
c (

−→
N ) :=

∫

dσNa(σ)ca(σ), c(N) :=

∫

dσN(σ)c(s) , (20)

9This observation was first made by Brown and Kuchǎr in [13]. They are not explicitly using the language of
relational observables there but the results are essentially the same.

10In what follows we mostly use the ADM-formulation of general relativity. At least as far as the classical
theory is concerned the construction of observables follows the same scheme when using Ashtekar’s variables.
There the constraint algebra has to be supplemented by an additional SU(2)-Gauss constraint. However, as these
constraints form an ideal in the full constraint algebra, this does not bring any additional obstructions.
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the constraint algebra, sometimes called the Dirac or hypersurface deformation algebra, is given
by

{−→c (−→N ),−→c (
−→
N ′)} = κ−→c (L−→

N

−→
N ′)

{−→c (−→N ), c(N)} = κc(L−→
N
N)

{c(N), c(N ′)} = κ−→c (q−1(NdN ′ −N ′dN)) (21)

where L denotes the Lie-derivative. This is an infinite-dimensional algebra, and furthermore the
Poisson-bracket between two Hamiltonian constraints closes only with a (phase space depen-
dent) structure function instead of a constant. Thus, the gauge structure of general relativity is
very complicated compared to more common gauge theories such as SU(N)-Yang-Mills theories.
From a mathematical point of view this is the main reason why the problem of observables for
general relativity is so hard.
However, in [9, 10] progress was made into that direction due to the following observation: in
the canonical formulation of general relativity it is rather straightforward to construct quantities
which are invariant under spatial diffeomorphism, e.g. by considering integrals of spatial scalars
with density one over Σ. The construction of spacetime diffeomorphism invariant quantities, i.e.
functions that additionally have vanishing Poisson brackets with the scalar constraint, is much
harder, at least when one is interested in quantities that have a local spacetime interpretation.
An interesting question is whether one can use these spatially diffeomorphism invariant quanti-
ties as a starting point to construct full observables for general relativity. The main obstruction
which prevents a straightforward implementation of that idea is the fact that the diffeomorphism
constraints do not form an ideal of the full Dirac algebra and the scalar constraints are no sub-
algebra. That is, starting from spatially diffeomorphism invariant quantities, the corresponding
complete observables with respect to the scalar constraints will generally not be invariant under
spatial diffeomorphisms.
However, in [9] it was shown that the complete observable (computed with respect to the full
Dirac algebra (21)) F τK

f,TK for any spatially diffeomorphism invariant f is (i) still weakly spatially

diffeomorphism invariant and (ii) does not depend on the choice of clock variables associated
to the spatial diffeomorphism constraints ca, as long as all the clock variables commute with
ca. This further simplifies the construction of Dirac observables for general relativity as one can
directly start with spatially diffeomorphism invariant quantities.
For a specific class of clock variables, namely functions which behave as spacetime scalars under
the full spacetime diffeomorphism group, further simplifications occur. It turns out that the
dynamical evolution of a spatial scalar T (σ), which behaves under spatial diffeomorphisms as

{ca(σ), T (σ′)} = δ(σ, σ′)∂aT (σ) , (22)

gives rise to a spacetime scalar if and only if it has ultra-local11 Poisson brackets also with the
Hamiltonian constraints

{c(σ), T (σ′)} ≃ δ(σ, σ′) . (23)

Hence, when choosing spacetime scalars as clock variables the integral kernel (15) becomes ultra-
local and the weakly Abelian constraints c̃

I are local quantities, simply linear combinations of
the original constraints. One can then show [10] that the complete observable F τK

ψ,TK , where ψ(σ)

and the clock variables TK(σ),K = 0, 1, 2, 3 are chosen as spacetime scalars, takes a particular
simple form:

F τK
ψ(σ),TK ≃

∞
∑

n=0

1

n!
{c̃Kn [1], {. . . , {c̃K2 [1], {c̃K1 [1], ψ(σ)}, . . . } ×

×(τK1
− TK1

)(τK2
− TK2

) . . . (τKn − TKn) , (24)

11A symplectic structure is called ultra-local simply if it is proportional to the delta distribution.
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where

c̃
K [1] :=

∫

dσc̃K(σ), K = 0, 1, 2, 3 (25)

is now a finite constraint system. That is, by an appropriate choice of clock variables the com-
plete observables for general relativity can be seen to effectively depend only on 4 parameters
τK , K = 0, 1, 2, 3 instead of infinitely many. When all the spacetime scalars are additionally
chosen invariant under spatial diffeomorphism the complete observables F τ

ψ,T 0 depend on one
single parameter τ only, which then encodes the dynamical evolution of the observable as mea-
sured by a physical clock T 0.
One might wonder whether the choice of spacetime scalars as a starting point for complete
observables for general relativity is to restrictive. However, it turns out that the clock-fields
TK ,K = 0, 1, 2, 3 (chosen as spacetime scalars) can be used to transform any tensor on M into
a spacetime scalar, as long as det ∂µT

K 6= 0. For example, the inverse spacetime metric gµν can
be lifted to a spacetime scalar as

gKL := (∂µT
K)(∂νT

L)gµν . (26)

The clock-fields TK can thus be understood as diffeomorphisms from the spacetime manifold M
to some ‘physical’ manifold T which is in turn defined through the possible values of the clock
fields.

3.2 Specific matter models as a dynamical reference frame

The properties of the complete observables (16) or (24) depend crucially on the choice of clock
variables TK which play the role of a dynamically coupled reference frame. First, the construc-
tion uses the weakly Abelian form of the constraint algebra (17), and in order to construct these
constraints one has to invert a possibly infinite dimensional matrix. Second, so far there is no
control over the radius of convergence (in phase space) of the infinite sum and the validity of
(16) has to be checked case by case. In fact it is unlikely that one can find a set of clock variables
which lets (16) converge throughout the whole phase space, as this would essentially be the same
as finding a perfect gauge fixing for general relativity.
Thus, for general relativity with realistic matter content the observables are not under control
analytically and one has to rely on perturbation theory (see further below). Besides that, it
is interesting to study toy-systems where general relativity is coupled to very special12 matter
models, where observables can be computed analytically. Such matter models include for exam-
ple pressure-less dust-fields or scalar fields without potential. The common feature shared by
all these matter models is that they fall into the class of de-parameterizable constraint systems.
See for example [42] for a general discussion which matter models lead to de-parameterized con-
straint systems and also for an application of these ideas to phantom dust with negative energy
density.

3.2.1 De-parameterizable constraint systems

A constraint system {cI}I∈I is said to be de-parameterizable if one can find a local coordinate
chart on phase space with two mutually commuting sets of canonical pairs, denoted by (qa, pa)
and (QI , P

I) such that in this chart the constraints can be written in the locally equivalent
form c

I = P I + hI(q, p) where hI depends only on (qa, pa). Equivalence has to be understood
in the sense that the constraint surface spanned by the two sets of constraints is the same. For

12We consider these matter models very special because they do not represent any of the known standard model
matter fields. It is important to note that such matter models have been chosen for reasons of mathematical
convenience and not because they provide any interesting phenomenology.
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such constraint systems the construction of observables simplifies a lot. Unfortunately general
relativity does not fall into this class. However, by coupling the above mentioned matter models
general relativity can be turned into a de-parameterizable theory. The hope therefore is that by
analyzing these de-parameterizable toy models one can learn something about the observable
structure for general relativity coupled to standard matter.
The reason why de-parameterizable constraint systems are particularly simple is the following:
first class constraints of the form c

I = P I + hI(q, p) necessarily form an Abelian constraint
algebra due to linearity in the momenta P I . The same holds for the generators hI , they also
form an Abelian algebra,

{hI , hJ} = 0 . (27)

Furthermore, when choosing QI as clock variables one realizes that property (17) now holds
strongly, not only on the constraint surface:

{cI , cJ} = 0, {cI , QJ} = δIJ . (28)

For such systems there is no need to introduce weakly Abelian constraints, therefore one of the
obstacles mentioned above, namely inverting the matrix AJI is absent. When further restricting
oneself to phase space functions f(q, p) which do not depend on the clock variables QI and their
momenta P I , the infinite sum (16) takes a much simpler form:

F τI
f(q,p),QI =

∞
∑

n=0

1

n!
{Hτ , f}(n)|τK→(τK−QK) (29)

where the generator of the multi-fingered time evolution is then given by

Hτ :=
∑

K

τKhK(q, p) (30)

Due to (27) and the first class property of the de-parameterized constraints Hτ is gauge invariant
and further one finds

∂

∂τK
F τI
f(q,p),QI = {hK , F τI

f(q,p),QI} . (31)

Thus, Hτ is the physical Hamiltonian that generates time evolution of observables in the dy-
namical reference frame defined by the clocks QI . Furthermore, because Hτ does not directly
depend on the clock fields QI this Hamiltonian is time-independent and generates conservative
motion.

3.2.2 Dust as a dynamical reference system

To give an explicit example of a matter-model that leads to de-parameterization for gravity in
this section we will discuss pressure-less dust fields in some detail. We will mainly discuss the
model used by Brown and Kuchǎr in [13] and later refined by Giesel, Hofmann, Thiemann and
Winkler in [14, 43]. Similar models were also discussed for example by Kuchǎr and Torre [44],
Rovelli [7] or Husain and Pawlowski [45, 46].
In [13] Brown and Kuchǎr realized that the combined system of pressure-less dust coupled to
gravity can be brought into a de-parameterized form. They start from the dust action,

Sdust = −1

2

∫

M

d4X
√

|det(g)|ρ[gµνUµUν + 1] , (32)

which is coupled to the standard Einstein Hilbert action SEH. Here U ∈ T ∗M is a one–form
defined as the differential U = −dT +WjdS

j , j = 1, 2, 3, for some scalar fields T,Wj, S
j . Thus,
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the dust action is a functional of the spacetime metric gµν and eight scalar fields ρ, T,Wi, S
i.

This action can be interpreted as a field theoretic generalization of the concept of free massive
relativistic particles moving on geodesics of the gravitational field created by the entire collection
of particles, see [13] for further details.
A canonical analysis (after solving some second class constraints that eliminate ρ and Wj and
thereafter reducing the dimension of the phase space) leads to a first class system with constraints

c
tot = c+ c

dust, c
tot
a = ca + c

dust
a , (33)

where the dust contributions are given by

c
dust := P

√

1 +
1

P 2
qab(∂aT + Pj∂aSj)(∂bT + Pj∂bSj), c

dust
a := P∂aT + Pj∂aS

j ,

and the geometry contributions are as in (19). P and Pj are the momenta canonically conjugate
to T and Sj respectively13. On the constraint hypersurface the constraints ctot and c

tot
a can be

solved for the momenta P and Pj respectively and be written in (partially) de-parameterized
form as

c̃
tot = P + h, h =

√

c
2 − qabcacb (34)

c̃
tot
j = Pj + hj , hj = (S−1)aj [ca − h∂aT ] , (35)

when assuming that ∂aS
j is non degenerate and its inverse is given by (S−1)aj . The total

Hamiltonian constraint is in de-parameterized form now, but not the total spatial diffeomor-
phism constraint because hj still depends on T . Thus (34) and (35) form a strongly Abelian
first class constraint algebra. Furthermore, {h(σ), h(σ′)} = 0 but in general {h(σ), hj(σ′)} 6=
0, {hi(σ), hj(σ′)} 6= 0.
The fields T and Sj can then be used as clock-variables to compute a complete set of observ-
ables associated to the gravitational variables qab and p

ab. In [13] the terminology of complete
observables was not used yet, but it was already observed that one can use the clock variables
Sj to lift any spatial tensor on Σ to the ‘dust manifold’ S := S(Σ), as described in (26). That
this is possible is essentially a consequence of the fact that T and Sj are spacetime scalars. This
can be interpreted as a gauge fixing T (σ, t) = τ, Sj(σ, t) = xj where τ ∈ R and x ∈ S. Let
J(σ) := det(∂S/∂σ) and consider

q̃ij(x) =

∫

Σ

d3σ|J(σ)|δ(xj − Sj(σ))(S−1)ai (S
−1)bjqab(σ),

p̃ij(x) =

∫

Σ

d3σ|J(σ)|δ(xj − Sj(σ))
(∂aS

i)(∂bS
j)pab

J
(σ) . (36)

Remarkably it turns out that these two still form a canonical pair:

{p̃ij(x), q̃kl(x′)} = κδi(kδ
j
l)δ(x, x

′) .

The interpretation of (36) is obvious: These are the coordinate transformations of (qab, p
ab)

respectively into the dynamical coordinate system defined by σx = S−1(x).
In [14] Giesel, Hofmann, Thiemann andWinkler then re-derived and expanded these results using
the terminology of complete observables: for each of the gravitational variables f ∈ {qab, pab}

13 In [13] P is chosen positive, which leads to a standard positive dust energy density. However, in [14] it was
argued that the more natural choice from the point of view of relational observables is P < 0. This means that
the dust has negative energy density. However, the physical Hamiltonian that generates time evolution in the
dust frame for the gravitational variables after a gauge reduction then turns out to be positive.
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one can calculate complete observables F
(τ,xj)
f,(T,Sj)

in the dynamical reference frame given by the

readings (τ, xj) of the dust–clocks T, Sj. These are given by

Qjk(τ, x) := F
(τ,xj)
qab,(T,Sj)

:=

∞
∑

n=0

1

n!
{h̃τ , q̃jk}(n) ,

P jk(τ, x) := F
(τ,xj)

pab,(T,Sj)
:=

∞
∑

n=0

1

n!
{h̃τ , p̃jk}(n) , (37)

where

h̃τ :=

∫

S

d3x
(

τ − T̃ (x)
)

h̃(x) with h̃ = h(q̃jk, p̃
jk) . (38)

The expressions (37) can no longer be described in a compact form, they are rather complicated
functions of q̃, p̃. However, from the reduced phase space point of view this is not a serious
obstruction: the relevant quantities are the Dirac observables in the reduced phase space and
the physical Hamiltonian which drives their time evolution with respect to the chosen clock
fields. Setting Qij(x) := Qij(τ = 0, x), P ij(x) := P ij(τ = 0, x), one can check through an
explicit calculation that

{P ij(x), Qkl(x′)} = κδi(kδ
j
l)δ(x, x

′) . (39)

still form a canonical pair, all other Poisson brackets are vanishing. Then one can define

H(σ) =
√

C2 −QijCiCj(σ) ,

where

C := c̃(q̃jk = Qjk, p̃
jk = P jk), Ci := c̃i(q̃jk = Qjk, p̃

jk = P jk),

and c̃, c̃i are the gravitational parts of the constraints, c, ca, expressed in the dust coordinate
system. The physical (i.e. non-vanishing) Hamiltonian in the dust frame is then given by

Hdust :=

∫

S

d3xH(x) . (40)

That is, for all observables f(Qij, P
ij) evolution in the dust frame is given by

d

dτ
f = {Hdust, f} .

The variation of the dust frame Hamiltonian is given by

δHdust =

∫

S

d3x
[(C

H

)

δC −
(QijCj

H

)

δCi +
1

2H
CiCjQ

ikQjlδQij

]

=:

∫

S

d3x
(

NδC +N iδCi +
1

2
HN iN jδQij

)

.

Thus, the dust frame equations of motion generated by Hdust are almost equivalent to the ones
generated by the canonical Hamiltonian Hcan with the identification

qab(σ) → Qij(x), pab(σ) → P ij(x) (41)
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modulo the following important differences: first, lapse N and shift N i are not phase space
independent functions as for Hcan where they encode the arbitrariness of the foliation. Rather
they are observable phase space functions composed out of the elementary fields Qij, P

ij as

N :=
C

H
, N i = −Q

ijCj
H

, (42)

Second, there is one additional contribution proportional to the Hamiltonian density H(x).
The dust frame Hamiltonian has an infinite number of conserved charges, namely energy and
momentum density H(x), Cj(x). The latter ones generate active diffeomorphisms of the dust
space S, they are to be considered as symmetries of the system rather than gauge transformations
generated by the passive diffeomorphisms of Σ. Likewise, the former are related in an intricate
way to time re-parameterization invariance in general relativity.

From a mathematical point of view the analysis started in [13] and then re-derived in the language
of complete observables in [14] is indeed very interesting: the observation that general relativity
can be turned into a de-parameterizable theory when coupling to pressure-less dust fields allowed
for a first time to analytically solve the problem of Dirac observables in a background independent
field theory. This triggered further progress concerning the reduced phase space quantization
approach to quantum gravity (see for example [20, 16, 45]) which we will comment on in section
4. From a physical and phenomenological point of view the implications of that proposal are
less clear: as the dust fields were introduced primarily for reasons of mathematical convenience
it remains to be investigated whether the analysis can also be adapted to phenomenologically
acceptable matter models such as standard model matter.
In [14, 43] Giesel, Hofmann, Thiemann and Winkler investigated in detail the phenomenological
consequences of the dust model. Starting from the hypothesis that the dust fields are truly
realized in nature they carefully worked out the consequences that distinguish this model from
pure gravity plus standard matter in the cosmological sector. A priori there is one main obstacle
to overcome: instead of the two degrees of freedom per spatial point of standard general relativity
(two polarizations for a gravitational wave) the dust model has six degrees of freedom per spatial
point. This is a consequence of the fact that passive diffeomorphism on Σ are replaced by active
diffeomorphism on S, the four degrees of freedom present in the dust fields get re-absorbed by
Qab and P ab, all their components are physically observable in the dust frame. However, dust
energy- and momentum-density are conserved charges which essentially lets these extra degrees
of freedom not dynamically propagate. This observation was used in [14, 43] to argue that the
additional (i.e. not present in the standard treatment) terms found in first order cosmological
perturbation theory can always be tuned arbitrarily small by an appropriate choice of conserved
charges which brings this model into perfect agreement with cosmological observations. A
similar conclusion was reached in [47] where the spherically symmetric sector of the dust model
was analyzed. However, it is unlikely that the parameters of this model can be tuned in such
a way to give negligible contributions to gravitational dynamics in any possible configuration
of the gravitational field: as the dust fields do form singularities in finite time due to their
self-gravitation (see for example [47] where such singularities where analyzed in the spherically
symmetric sector) they will most likely not provide good clocks for extreme spacetime regions.
This is the physical reflection of the mathematical problem to find a perfect gauge fixing which
is valid everywhere in phase space. Furthermore, there is also the following conflict: in order
to make the dust model compatible with phenomenology one would tune the dust energy- and
momentum density as small as possible to have no measurable effect whatsoever. On the other
hand, the clocks get worse the less energy they carry, heuristically speaking because they are
influenced too much by the system to observe. Of course this argument holds not only for the
dust model but needs to be clarified whenever additional fields are added to the setup just to
serve as clock variables.
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3.2.3 Scalar fields as a dynamical reference system

Besides the dust-models described above, scalar fields are also frequently used to provide a
dynamically coupled reference frame. At least the Hamiltonian constraint can be brought into
de-parameterized form when a single massless scalar field without potential is coupled to general
relativity. This was first observed by Rovelli and Smolin in [15] and later studied in detail by
Kuchǎr and Romano in [48].
The action for a massless scalar field without potential is given by

Sφ =
1

2

∫

M

d4X
√

|det g|gµν(∂µφ)(∂νφ) . (43)

After a Legendre transform the canonical brackets are given by {π(σ), φ(σ′)} = δ(σ, σ′) where
π is the scalar field momentum. A canonical analysis reveals that the scalar field contributions
to diffeomorphism and Hamiltonian constraint are given by

c
φ
a = π∂aφ, c

φ =
1

2
√
det q

π2 +
1

2

√

det qqab(∂aφ)(∂bφ) . (44)

Because there is no potential term for the scalar field the Hamiltonian constraint for the coupled
system gravity plus scalar field can be written in de-parameterized form as

c̃
tot := π − h, h :=

√

−
√

det qc+
√

det q
√

c
2 − qabcacb . (45)

The constraints c̃
tot, ctota of the total system gravity plus scalar field span the same constraint

surface as the original set c
tot, ctota . Again, because c̃

tot is of de-parameterized form these con-
straints form an Abelian algebra and furthermore {h, h} = 0 strongly. Besides that, because h

does not depend on φ and π it trivially commutes with the c
φ
a . Therefore, the gauge-invariant

(note that h(σ) is of density weight one) physical Hamiltonian that generates time evolution
with respect to the scalar field clock is given by

Hφ :=

∫

dσh(σ) . (46)

As described earlier, when considering already spatially diffeomorphism invariant partial ob-
servables f , the associated complete observables do not depend on the clock fields associated
to the diffeomorphism constraints. Using φ as the physical clock associated to the Hamiltonian
constraint to measure ‘time’ such complete observables are then given by (for spacetime scalars)

F τf,φ :=

∞
∑

n=0

τn

n!
{Hφ, f}(n) , (47)

and therefore

∂

∂τ
F τf,φ = {Hφ, f} . (48)

For partial observables which are not yet invariant under spatial diffeomorphisms the dynami-
cal evolution is more complicated. Therefore, this model is mainly applicable when the spatial
diffeomorphism constraint has been solved already by other means. Recently Domagala, Giesel,
Kaminski and Lewandowski [16] used this model as a starting point for a reduced phase space
quantization where the diffeomorphism constraints are solved by standard methods on the kine-
matical Hilbert space of LQG and then dynamics with respect to this reduced Hamiltonian is
implemented. This sheds some new light on the link between LQG and loop quantum cosmology
where a scalar is also used commonly as a dynamical time variable, compare also [49, 50] for an
analysis of related issues.
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3.3 Perturbative complete observables for general relativity

For pure general relativity or general relativity coupled to standard matter the strategy described
above does not work, essentially because it is not possible to rewrite the constraints such that
they are linear in some momentum. For such generic configurations there is no scheme known
so far that allows to compute gauge invariant observables analytically. However, in [11, 12] a
scheme was proposed to compute complete observables approximately as perturbations around a
fixed point in phase space (such as e.g. Minkowski space) or around a symmetry-reduced sector
in phase space (e.g. the homogeneous-isotropic sector that describes cosmology). Within this
scheme it can be seen (for an appropriate choice of clock variables) that the standard observables
for field theory on a given background emerge as zeroth order terms of a perturbative expansion
of the full background independent observables. Higher order terms include interactions with
gravitational degrees of freedom, namely (classical) gravitons. Thus, the complete observables
of full background independent gravity can be understood as a gauge invariant extension of
observables of the linearized theory to higher orders.
Let us briefly describe the main strategy in the simpler case of perturbations around a fixed
phase space point. The more general case of perturbations around a symmetry-reduced sector
is discussed in [12].
The idea is essentially to expand the complete observable (16) around a fixed phase space point
Y0: let M be a 2d-dimensional phase space with canonical coordinates {ya}2da=1 and {cI}I∈I a
first class constraint system with |I| algebraically independent constraints as in section 2. Then
choose a phase space point Y0 on the constraint surface and define fluctuations around that
phase space point as δya := ya − Y a

0 . Now simply expand all the constraints around Y a
0 ,

c
I = (0)

c
I(Y0) +

(1)
c
I(Y0, δy) +

(2)
c
I(Y0, δy) + . . . . (49)

Here (0)
c
I depends only on the background variables Y a

0 ,
(1)

c
I is linear in the fluctuations δya,

(2)
c
I is quadratic in the fluctuations and so on. In general this expansion will have infinitely

many terms if the constraints are non-polynomial. Furthermore, the linearized constraints (1)
c
I

fulfill an Abelian constraint algebra,

{(1)cI ,(1) cJ} = 0 . (50)

Then, starting from (16) one can define an approximate complete observable [q]F τK
f,TK by simply

restricting the full observable to terms that are at most of order q in the fluctuations δq. These
truncated complete observables do weakly commute with all the constraints c

I up to terms of
order q in the fluctuation. In this sense [q]F τK

f,TK define observables which are ‘almost gauge
invariant’ in a precise manner and whose invariance properties get worse the farther one moves
away from Y0 in phase space. There is one technical obstruction though: the full complete
observables (16) are defined using the weakly Abelian constraints (17). In order to compute
these and to decide which terms are of order q one has to invert the matrix AKI = {cI , T J} for
a given set of clock variables. In order to make AJI perturbatively invertible the clocks have to
be chosen such that the zeroth order of AJI is invertible. Further simplifications occur when the
clocks are chosen such that they are canonically conjugate to the linearized constraints. This is
as far as general considerations can be carried out.
In [11] these ideas were applied to vacuum general relativity (in the Ashtekar formulation) and
general relativity coupled to a massive scalar field perturbed around Minkowski space: pure
vacuum general relativity has two physical degrees of freedom per spatial point. Therefore the
ADM-parameterization of this phase space in terms of 3-metrics and 3-momenta as in (18)
has a lot of redundant gauge degrees of freedom. In the linearized theory (linearized around
Minkowski space) it is well known that the ‘physical’ (i.e. having vanishing Poisson brackets with
the linearized constraints) are the traceless-transverse modes of the 3-metric (see for example
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the appendix of [11] for an explanation of this mode decomposition). Thus, one can conveniently
use combinations of the ‘unphysical’ (from a linearized point of view) gravitational modes as
clock variables. It turns out that in order to make the zeroth and first order of the complete
observables agree with the observables of the linearized theory one can use a generalization of the
so-called ADM clocks TKADM [2], certain rather non-local expressions involving all gravitational
modes except the traceless-transverse ones which are canonically conjugate to the linearized
constraints. Unlike scalar fields or dust fields discussed before these clock variables do not have
a local interpretation, rather it turns out that they are related to translations at infinity for
asymptotically flat spacetimes. Here we will not give the exact form of these clocks as functions
of gravitational modes. Neither will we present the rather ugly computations that need to be
performed to compute the approximate observables in that dynamical reference frame. All the
details can be found in [11]. The main results are the following:
for the case of a massive, minimally coupled scalar field of mass m the total constraints are given
by

c
tot
a := c

a + π∂aφ

c
tot := c+

1

2
(

1√
det q

π2
√

det qqab∂aφ∂bφ+
√

det qm2φ2) , (51)

where the gravitational contributions are as in (19). Interested in the approximative complete
observables [q]F τK

φ,TK
ADM

associated to the scalar field in the dynamical reference frame defined by

setting the ADM clocks to T 0
ADM = τ, T aADM = 0 for low q one finds the following.

• The zeroth order [0]F τ,0
φ(σ),TK

ADM

= 0 because the scalar field can be interpreted as a fluctu-

ation around the fixed value Φ0 = 0.

• The first order [1]F τ,0
φ(σ),TK

ADM

gives back the standard dynamical propagation of a free mas-

sive scalar field on a fixed Minkowski background:

[1]F τ,0
φ(σ),TK

ADM

=

∫

dσ′Dπ(τ, σ; 0, σ
′)π(σ′) +Dφ(τ, σ; 0, σ

′)φ(σ′) (52)

where the propagators are explicitly given by

Sπ(τ, σ; 0, σ′) := cos[
√

−∆σ +m2τ ]δ(σ, σ),

Sφ(τ, σ; 0, σ′) :=
1√

−∆σ +m2
cos[

√

−∆σ +m2τ ]δ(σ, σ) . (53)

• The second order approximative complete observable [2]F τ,0
φ(σ),TK

ADM

was also computed ex-

plicitly in [11] and can schematically be written in a similar form

[2]F τ,0
φ(σ),TK

ADM

=

∫

dσ′Dgrav
π (τ, σ; 0, σ′)π(σ′) +Dgrav

φ (τ, σ; 0, σ′)φ(σ′) + gauge inv. ext. (54)

where the propagators Dgrav
π (τ, σ; 0, σ′)π(σ′) and Dgrav

φ (τ, σ; 0, σ′) are modified such as to
take interactions with the gravitational field into account and the gauge invariant extension
term vanishes when all but the trace-free-transverse modes are set to zero. Thus, the second
order complete observable can be interpreted as a free massive scalar field propagating on
a (non-self-interacting) graviton background. Higher order corrections will also include
interaction terms between the gravitational modes themselves.
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The perturbative approach for complete observables was also used in [11] to analyze the ‘space-
time algebra’ of observables, that is their Poisson structure. Not surprisingly it was found that
the Poisson brackets between two observables, evaluated at different physical times, depends
drastically on the clocks used to define a dynamical reference frame. When computing the Pois-
son bracket between two scalar field observables to second order in the reference frame given by
the ADM-clocks it turns out that the result is very similar to the flat spacetime case, namely

{[2]F τ1,0
φ(σ),TK

ADM

,[2] F τ2=0,0

φ(σ),TK
ADM

} ∝ −Dgrav
π (τ1, σ; 0, σ

′) +O(2), , (55)

where O(2) refers to terms of second order. Compared to the flat spacetime case the propagator
is replaced by an ‘effective’ propagator that takes into account to lowest order the effects of
the non-trivial graviton background. When using scalar field clocks instead of the ADM-clocks
as a dynamical reference frame one observes that (55) gets correction terms (additionally to
the obvious ‘translation’ factor due to the use of a different set of clocks). Interestingly these
correction terms are essentially of the form ‘energy of the observed field divided by the energy
of the clock fields’. Thus, in order to make these correction terms as small as possible one would
increase the energy of the clock fields. This reflects the intuition that a physical clock is the
better the more energy it has, simply because this way it is less influenced by the observed
fields. However, this is in conflict with a different observation: as in general relativity any local
energy density leads to local spacetime curvature one cannot use clock fields with arbitrarily
high energies to describe almost Minkowskian spacetime configurations. Using the ADM-clocks
which are rather non-local quantities this conflict is somehow circumvented. We will not go
into the full field-theoretic description performed in [11] but illustrate this problem using a very
simple toy example.
Consider two parameterized non-relativistic, massless particles described by a constraint

c := pt +
p21
2m1

+
p22
2m2

, (56)

where pt is the momentum conjugate to the time variable t and p1, p2 are the particle momenta
conjugate to their respective position variables q1, q2. As already discussed in section 2.1 a
complete observable for this system is given by

F τq1,t = q1 +
p1
m1

(τ − t) . (57)

This encodes the position q1 of the first particle when the clock t takes a value τ . The Poisson
bracket between two such observables at different times τ1 and τ2, analogous to the ‘spacetime
algebra’ in the field theoretic case, is given by

{F τ1q1,t, F
τ2
q1,t

} =
1

m1
(τ2 − τ1) . (58)

Because this is a relational system without any preferred time variable one could also choose a
different clock, namely q2. The corresponding complete observable is then given by

F τ̃q1,t = q1 +
p1
m1

m2

p2
(τ̃ − q2) , (59)

and measures the position q1 of the first particle when the clock q2 takes a value τ̃ . Ignoring
the interpretational difference between τ and τ̃ this looks quite different. However, taking into
account that the value τ is reached at that moment at which τ̃ = F τq2,t = q2 +

p2
m2

(τ − t) and
replaces τ̃ in (59) one gets back (57). In so far, both complete observables describe the same
evolution as long as the translation between different clocks is taken into account. However, this
is not the case for the spacetime algebra:

{F τ̃1q1,q2 , F
τ̃2
q1,q2

} = [
1

m1
(τ̃2 − τ̃1)][

m2

p2
][1 +

p21
2m1

2m2

p22
] . (60)
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The first factor is equal to the spacetime algebra of the complete observables with respect to
the t-clock (58) and the second factor is due to the translation between τ → τ̃ . However, the
third factor is non-trivial: there is a correction that occurs due to a non-standard choice of clock
that can be recognized as the energy of the observed particle divided by the energy of the clock.
Intuitively this correction can be made arbitrary small by increasing the energy of the clock
variable q2. However, in a general relativistic setting this is problematic as discussed before.
Thus, there seems to be a fundamental uncertainty when considering the spacetime algebra of
observables already at the classical level. This might be related to the quantum uncertainties of
relational observables derived by Giddings, Hartle and Marolf in [51].
The implications of this fundamental uncertainty for observables in full general relativity are still
rather vague, as the computations performed in [11] are still on a preliminary level. However,
the perturbative formalisms for complete observables might provide the right tools to further
investigate such fundamental issues. In [12] this formalism was substantially expanded to ac-
commodate for perturbations around a whole symmetry reduced sector in phase space, and as an
application first order cosmological perturbation theory was re-derived from a fully background
independent point of view.
An independent perturbative expansion for observables in classical and quantum gravity, in
terms of inverse powers of a large cosmological constant, was studied by Gambini and Pullin in
[52, 53].

4 Observables for Quantum General Relativity

As discussed in the previous section the situation concerning observables for classical general
relativity is well understood, at least from a conceptual point of view. The method of complete
observables implements the intuitive idea that observables in a background independent theory
should encode relations between dynamical quantities. However, the situation of observables for
quantum gravity is less clear which, to a large extent, is due to the fact that a generally agreed
upon theory of quantum gravity does not exist yet. While loop gravity provides a kinematical
framework for the quantum gravitational degrees of freedom and there exist well-motivated pro-
posals for its dynamics, opinions differ in which exact way this framework is related to classical
general relativity. Taking a conservative approach there are mainly two strategies concerning
the problem of observables for quantum gravity: the Dirac approach or the reduced phase space
approach. In the first one quantizes the whole phase space (resulting in the kinematical Hilbert
space Hkin) and then constructs quantum versions of the diffeomorphism and Hamiltonian con-
straint. The physical Hilbert space Hphys, which contains states capturing the gauge invariant
information of quantum gravity, is then essentially the joint kernel of all constraint operators.
In the latter one first computes a complete set of gauge invariant observables of classical gen-
eral relativity and subsequently only represent these on a Hilbert space. As one quantizes only
gauge invariant degrees of freedom there is no need for any quantum constraint operators any-
more, one directly constructs the physical Hilbert space. Besides these approaches, there exists
also the point of view (as is argued for for example in [54]) that one should not strictly follow
any ‘quantization recipe’ to construct quantum from classical gravity but rather propose the
details of the theory by physical intuition and analogy with other quantum field theories and
then check whether general relativity is contained in its semi-classical limit. Promisingly all
these approaches seem to converge to roughly the same picture of quantum spacetime at the
Planck scale [17, 18]. However, depending one one’s point of view concerning the ‘derivation’ of
quantum gravity the problem of quantum observables takes slightly different facettes. Within
the reduced phase space approach the observable algebra is typically too complicated to be
representable on some Hilbert space, therefore progress into this direction has been limited to
the de-parameterizable models discussed above. Within the Dirac approach the physical Hilbert
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space is still under poor control due to its mathematical complexity which so far prevented
progress concerning observables of the full theory. However, there are interesting toy models
that allow to study the peculiarities of background independent quantum observables without
diving into the details of full loop gravity. We will comment on both approaches below. Be-
sides that, there has been progress to define quantum observables directly without constructing
them from classical observables. In [55] Perez and Rovelli constructed so-called W-observables,
directly defined on the space of diffeomorphism invariant spin network states. These turn out
to be related to n-point functions of group field theories. Whereas a clear connection to observ-
ables of classical gravity is absent, the same is true for n-point functions in for example quantum
electrodynamics which have an inherent quantum interpretation.
An interesting, model independent analysis was presented by Giddings, Hartle and Marolf in
[51]. Starting from classical diffeomorphism invariant, but non-local, expressions (spacetime
integrals) they study in which limit these give rise to semi-local quantum operators once the
theory is quantized. Interestingly they find that this is only possible for certain observables
and certain states, related to the existence of an appropriate semi-classical limit of the theory.
Furthermore, they derive bounds on a fundamental resolution for these observables due to the
interplay of quantum-effects and general background independence. In model system this gives
rise to a maximum number of degrees of freedom that can be contained in any finite volume.

4.1 Dirac versus reduced phase space quantization

Starting from a classical constraint system in general the two quantum theories obtained by
Dirac quantization and reduced phase space quantization do not coincide. There are certain
geometric systems with a high degree of symmetry where ‘quantization commutes with reduction’
[56], but in several simple model systems (see for example [57, 58, 59, 60]) it was found that
the two quantum theories are substantially different, the spectra of physical operators do not
coincide. From the point of view of complete observables this can be understood as follows:
following a reduced phase space quantization strategy the clock variables T in the complete
observables F τf,T are replaced by real numbers (see [41] for details of this argument). Thus,
the clocks T are not quantized, their quantum fluctuations are suppressed. On the other hand,
following the Dirac quantization algorithm also the clock variables T are quantized, therefore
the representations of complete observables within the Dirac approach will know about the
quantum fluctuations of the clocks. In this sense, the Dirac quantization of a given constraint
system can be regarded as more fundamental than the reduced phase space quantization of the
same system, because all dynamical variables are treated on the same footing. In particular,
when performing a reduced phase space quantization of complete observables with respect to
different clock variables T1 6= T2 different quantum fluctuations will be suppressed and the two
theories will in general be inequivalent. As already stated by Thiemann in [41]: “. . . the reduced
phase space quantization of the Dirac observables can be useful only in a regime where the
clocks Tj can be assumed to behave classically. This is of course not the case with respect to
any choice of clocks in extreme situations that we would like to access in quantum gravity such
as at the big bang. There we necessarily need a constraint quantization of the system.”
Subsequently, models for quantum gravity which rely on the technique of reduced phase space
quantization need to be treated with care when their predictions for extreme spacetime regions
are concerned because the clock variables are essentially treated as classical all the way down
to the deep quantum regime. Nevertheless, such models can probably provide valuable insights
into the quantum dynamics of the gravitational field in the semi-classical regime14.

14This might sound like a severe restriction on the fundamental validity of such models. However, from an
observational point of view the restriction is less severe: if quantum gravity can be experimentally tested in the
far future, this will be the regime of first interest.
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For pure general relativity or general relativity with standard matter a reduced phase space
quantization seems out of reach to date, simply because the Poisson structure on the reduced
phase space is way to complicated to be faithfully represented on any known Hilbert space. Thus,
a Dirac quantization remains the only option as far as the full theory is concerned. Efforts within
the reduced phase space approach have so far been concentrated on de-parameterizable models
obtained by coupling general relativity to some non-standard matter as discussed in section 3.2.
In the loop quantum gravity context the first such model was obtained by Rovelli and Smolin
in [15] where they used the scalar field model discussed in section 3.2.3. Using the scalar field φ
as a clock they formally obtain the Schrödinger equation

(i~
d

dφ
− Ĥφ)ψ = 0 , (61)

where Ĥφ is the quantum operator corresponding to the classical physical Hamiltonian in the
scalar field reference system given by

Hφ =

∫

dσ
√

−√
qc . (62)

This operator is defined on the diffeomorphism invariant Hilbert space of (equivalence classes of)
loops, therefore the contribution proportional to the diffeomorphism constraint in the classical
expression (45) could be ommited.
Recently Domagala, Giesel, Kaminski and Lewandowski [16] built upon these ideas and showed
explicitly that all steps of a reduced phase space quantization can be performed for this model
using the rigorous mathematical tools from loop quantum gravity. The physical Hilbert space,
including a physical inner product, can be constructed explicitly15 and the physical Hamiltonian
that generates time evolution in the classical reference frame defined by the scalar field φ can
be constructed in analogy to the Hamiltonian constraint operator in loop quantum gravity.
Also the dust model discussed in section 3.2.2 was used as the basis for a reduced phase
space quantization. As the observable algebra (39) for the model system general relativity plus
pressure-less dust takes exactly the same form as the kinematical algebra for general relativity
in the ADM-formalism, the physical Hilbert space for this model is obtained immediately by
standard techniques and coincides with the kinematical Hilbert space of loop quantum gravity
in this case. Giesel and Thiemann [20] then used loop quantum gravity methods to construct an
operator version of the dust-Hamiltonian (40) where the main obstacle is essentially to properly
implement the square root. Thus, also for this system the reduced phase space program can be
completed.
Due to the complicated structure of the physical Hamiltonians in both models as operators on
the physical Hilbert space the analysis could not be pushed beyond the formal level so far. Inter-
esting questions still to be answered in this framework concern the validity of the reduced phase
space approach close to gravitational singularities, the observable effects of the dust- or scalar
field matter used to de-parameterize the system and the physical consequences of the chosen
quantization of the Hamiltonian constraint. Recently progress into this direction has been made
in the symmetry-reduced context, see [45, 46] for an application of the dust model in cosmology.
The fact that all these models posses a non-vanishing physical Hamiltonian as opposed to the
vanishing Hamiltonian constraint in standard loop quantum gravity raises hope that scattering
theory analogous to the S-matrix approach can be developed. The key ingredient, which is
still missing and unfortunately very hard to achieve, are dynamically stable coherent states for
the gravitational sector needed to implement the notion of ‘asymptotically free states’ in the

15By virtue of the reduced phase space quantization the physical Hilbert space for this model has exactly the
same structure as the diffeomorphism invariant Hilbert space for loop quantum gravity. This is essentially possible
because this model does not describe pure gravity but gravity coupled to a specific scalar field.
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scattering approach. See also [61] where the dust model was analyzed using an approximation
of Born-Oppenheimer type for some preliminary steps into this direction.

4.2 Relational quantum observables

As discussed above the de-parameterizable models are very special because they can be written
in a form where at least one of the momenta appears linear in the constraints and the remaining
part does not depend on the associated position variable, schematically

c = pt + h(q, p) . (63)

The quantization of such models therefore can always be written in a Schrödinger-like form
as in (61) and the associated time evolution can be implemented unitarily. Thus, due to the
presence of a preferred reference frame (given by the dust fields or the scalar fields in the models
discussed above) the usual incompatibility between general relativity and quantum mechanics,
which manifests itself in the ‘problem of time’, is circumvented. However, the price to pay is
that (i) there now is a fundamental preferred reference frame, and (ii) the dynamical clocks
used to define space and time are essentially treated as classical variables. The first point is
difficult to reconcile with the principles of general relativity and the second with the principles
of quantum mechanics. Thus, beyond the semi-classical level one needs to be careful as far as a
fully background independent theory of quantum gravity is concerned.
On the fundamental level the notion of a single universal time variable is meaningless and
consequently there is no unitary time evolution. This is reflected in the Dirac quantization
through the requirement that physical states be annihilated by the quantum constraint operators.
However, at least in a semi-classical regime, unitary evolution of quantum states with respect to
an emergent (possibly observer- and state-dependent) time variable must be possible. Because
the physical Hilbert space of loop gravity is not well understood at the moment there is not much
hope to clarify this issue, which is central to the interpretation of any quantum gravity theory,
in the full theory. However, there has been a lot of effort to clarify the various problems that
occur when one naively tries to reconcile quantum mechanics with the principle of background
independence and thus constructs generally covariant quantum mechanics, most notably by
Rovelli and collaborators [62, 19, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68].
For example in [62] a simple two-dimensional model was analyzed with a classical constraint
given by

c =
1

1
(p21 + p22 + q21 + q22)−M . (64)

It is clear that this model is not de-parameterizable and does not allow a global definition of
time, therefore its quantization serves as a toy model for the above mentioned issues in quantum
gravity. Nevertheless, one can define time variables locally using the framework of relational
observables by considering for example F τq1,q2 . The orbits in phase space defined by (64) are
closed, therefore F τq1,q2 will only be a classically well defined observable for a finite range of
physical time τ and furthermore multi-valued. This model can trivially be (Dirac-) quantized
by starting from a kinematical Hilbert spaceHkin := L2(R2) and then implementing the quantum
constraint operator associated to (64) given by

ĉ = −~
2 ∂

2

∂q21
− ~

2 ∂
2

∂q22
+ q21 + q22 − (2j + 1), j ∈ N

2
. (65)

Note that the system has no quantum solutions unless for the values M = 2j + 1. The physical
Hilbert space Hphys, defined as the kernel of ĉ, including a well defined inner product, can then
explicitly be constructed.
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A priori this physical Hilbert space comes without any notion of time or unitary evolution of
states: the quantum observables F̂ τq1,q2 can be implemented as well defined self-adjoint operators
on Hphys but generally do not encode unitary evolution of q1 with respect to q2. However, it

turns out that for an appropriate choice of interval [τ1, τ2] and quantum state ψ(q1, q2) F̂
τ
q1,q2

is

the precise analog of the Heisenberg operator q̂(t) = eiĤtq̂e−iĤt and describes almost unitary
evolution of q2 with respect to q1. Eventually the restrictions on state and time interval do not
hold anymore and unitary evolution breaks down.

An interesting development concerning unitary dynamics in timeless systems was recently pre-
sented by Bojowald, Höhn and Tsobanjan [69, 70]: they use the effective approach towards
quantum constraint systems (see for example [71]) where the Hilbert space picture is essentially
replaced by classical equations for expectation values and moments of the quantum operators.
Generally one has to consider an infinite number of such momenta but for an appropriate choice
of states higher order momenta are proportional to higher powers of ~ and can therefore be
neglected for semi-classical considerations at a given precision. They show that although a def-
inition of unitary evolution for arbitrary long timescales is not possible in timeless systems one
can choose different time variables for different regimes and then patch together these intervals of
unitary evolution in a consistent way, at least as long as semi-classical behavior for at least some
dynamical quantities can be assumed. For a highly excited quantum system (such as quantum
gravity close to the big bang) this description breaks down and nicely illustrates the intuition
that quantum mechanical time evolution cannot be more than a semi-classical concept.

Recently Gambini, Pullin and collaborators have argued that the fundamental interpretation
of quantum mechanics needs to be changed in order to accommodate for background indepen-
dent quantum gravity where a strict separation of non-dynamical measurement devices from
the quantum dynamics of the system is not possible. See for example [72, 73, 74, 75] for the
framework coined the ‘Montevideo interpretation’ of quantum mechanics.

4.3 Spectra of physical operators in loop quantum gravity?

One of the most interesting features of loop quantum gravity is that geometrical operators,
such as the quantum versions of areas and volumina, have discrete spectra. Thus, the intuitive
idea that smooth spacetime is replaced by a fundamentally discrete entity at the Planck scale
is realized in a precise way in that formalism. Moreover, this Planck scale discreteness is not
put in by hand but emerges naturally in the background independent quantization used in loop
quantum gravity.
One of the open questions, still under debate, is whether the discreteness of these spectra is
merely a kinematical artefact or also holds on the level of the physical Hilbert space. Area- and
Volume-operators are defined on the kinematical (or, depending on the interpretation, spatial
diffeomorphism invariant) Hilbert space, and a priori one would have to construct their gauge-
invariant extensions to construct geometrical operators acting on the physical Hilbert space.
However, this Hilbert space is under poor control so far. Thus, a detailed analysis as for the toy
model presented above is not available.
In [76] Dittrich and Thiemann analyzed several finite dimensional models and showed that
a priori an operator that has discrete spectrum on the kinematical Hilbert space may have
continuous spectrum when extended in a gauge invariant way to the physical Hilbert space.
Thus, they conclude that a more detailed analysis within the context of full loop quantum
gravity is needed to decide whether physical areas and volumina are discrete or not.
In [77] Rovelli argued that the models considered in [76] show some pathological behavior not
present in full loop quantum gravity related to a subtlety of compact versus non-compact orbits
of the corresponding classical observables in phase space. Furthermore, a number of general
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physical arguments is provided in favor of the hypothesis that geometrical spectra remain discrete
on the physical Hilbert space. One argument, which fits nicely within the recent attempts to
construct a reduced phase space quantization of gravity discussed above is the following: in
general relativity the evolution of coordinate-dependent quantities is under-determined. This
can be interpreted in two different ways. Either, one takes the point of view that only coordinate-
independent quantities can possibly have a physical meaning. This is essentially the point
of view taken when constructing complete observables for pure general relativity or general
relativity with standard matter and subsequently applying a Dirac quantization. Or, one takes
the point of view that the coordinates xµ describe physical positions with respect to some
physical dynamical reference frame which, however, one does not care describing. The under-
determinacy of the evolution then reflects the fact that the dynamical evolution of the reference
frame is not taken into account16. Thus the seemingly gauge-dependent quantities are truly
gauge-invariant observables of the extended system where the clock fields have been gauge fixed
to some physical value.
This idea is realized in a precise way in the reduced phase space quantizations for gravity [20,
16, 45] where discrete spectra for geometrical operators on the physical Hilbert space are found.
However, as expressed above there are certain doubts concerning the validity of the reduced phase
space quantization in the deep quantum regime and, consequently, whether physical predictions
of these models at the Planck scale must be corrected or not.
Furthermore, one can argue that the measurable discreteness of the spectrum of some operator
might be a kinematical property and not a dynamical one after all: consider a classical system
where the motion of a free particle is constrained to a circle, thus its position is q ∈ [0, 2π]. Upon
quantization it turns out that the canonical momentum p has discrete spectrum. One easy way to
see this is the following: position and momentum coordinates are related by a Fourier transform.
The Fourier transform of a function on a compact space has support only on a discrete space.
Now, add a non-trivial smooth bounded potential V (q) to the Hamiltonian describing that
system. For generic potentials the quantum dynamics can no longer be solved anymore, that
is the ‘physical’ Hilbert space can no longer be constructed. Nevertheless, the spectrum of the
momentum operator is discrete, as is confirmed by numerous experimental results. Thus, from
this perspective one would conclude that discreteness of spectra is a kinematical property. In
general covariant theories this argument is then further complicated by the interlink between
dynamics and constraints.
To summarize, it is still an open question whether the physical spectra of geometrical operators
are discrete or not as there are good arguments for both points of view. Much of this confusion
is linked to the lack of experience with background independent quantum mechanics, where the
principles of standard quantum mechanics will have to be generalized in one way or the other.
Unfortunately an answer in the full theory seems out of reach to date, among other things due to
mathematical complexity. Symmetry reduced models, such as loop quantum cosmology [33, 34],
might provide a good test field to study conceptual questions alike.

5 Discussion and open questions

In this article we presented an overview on the topic of observables in gravity. As far as classical
gravity is concerned there has been a lot of progress in recent years, at least on the conceptual
side. The peculiar case of general relativity, where the gauge group is the diffeomorphism group
Diff(M) and therefore is strongly related to the choice of observer, required the developments of
new tools and techniques to cope with mathematical and conceptual difficulties. The method of

16See also [78] where the construction of complete observables for extended systems is studied and a similar
conclusion is reached.
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complete observables encodes in a mathematically precise way the intuitive idea that relations
between dynamical quantities are all that matters in a background independent theory. This
led to a better understanding of the observable structure of general relativity, which is thought
to be an important ingredient for any viable theory of quantum gravity.
However, due to the complicated structure of the gauge group Diff(M) analytic results for full
general relativity coupled to realistic matter fields are to a large extend still missing. The ini-
tial question how local gravitational excitations, such as gravitational waves, can be described
analytically in a fully gauge- (and thus observer-) invariant way is not answered yet. This is
not to say that the problem is poorly understood: there exists a formalism which provides a
precise recipe to compute gauge invariant observables for general relativity which is conceptually
very well understood. However, calculations are typically so hard that they cannot be solved
analytically.
This is a common feature of practically any realistic theory and now one should follow the
scheme which has led to success in many cases: stop bothering about formal details, develop
approximation methods and extract physical predictions from this formalism.
We described first attempts into this directions in this article, namely the perturbative expansion
of complete observables around a fixed spacetime. Within this formalism one can see, among
other things, how the observables of linearized gravity (such as gravitational waves) emerge
as first order approximations to observables of the full theory. Thus, familiar ‘low curvature’-
physics can be seen to emerge from a fully background independent context. However, as it
stands the perturbative formalism is much to complicated to efficiently address questions of true
physical interest and needs to be substantially enhanced to be useful for practical calculations.
One big unknown, which has a lot of impact on the tractability of the computations, is the
choice of clock variables and thus dynamical reference frame.
We discussed a class of model systems with a specific choice of matter fields that leads to
a complete de-parameterization when coupled to general relativity. This allows the analytic
computation of gauge invariant observables for a generally covariant theory and is therefore of
outstanding mathematical interest. Unfortunately these matter models seem rather artificial
and it is unlikely that they can stand the comparison with phenomenology in gravitational con-
figurations of any kind: the implicit assumption within these models is that there is one single
set of clock variables which provides a good reference frame for any possible physical situation.
The latter assumption in a sense contradicts the spirit of general relativity: there might be no
preferred reference frame at all and good clock variables have to be chosen case by case, depend-
ing on which gravitational configuration one wishes to describe. However, within the framework
of complete observables this does a priori not pose any problems. It will be interesting to see
whether the analytic developments from the de-parameterized models can be lifted to the gen-
eral case.
We also reviewed the status of gauge invariant observables in loop quantum gravity. As the
physical Hilbert space is so far under poor control the detailed construction of complete quan-
tum observables for gravity has not been possible so far. However, the peculiarities that one has
to face when quantizing systems without a global time variable are under investigation and we
have discussed a framework that, in the spirit of complete observables, allows to derive different
domains of semi-unitary evolution from timeless quantum systems. This works as long as there
are at least some variables which behave semi-classically and coincides with the expectation that
unitary time evolution might become meaningless in the deep quantum regime close to the big
bang.
These obstructions can be side-stepped by quantizing the de-parameterizable models in a reduced
phase space quantization: as there exists a preferred reference frame and the clock variables are
essentially treated as classical all the way down to the deep quantum regime time evolution in
that reference frame is implemented unitarily. To date it is unclear how trustworthy the re-
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duced phase space quantization is when physics close to gravitational singularities is concerned,
because the quantum fluctuations of the clock variable seem to be artificially suppressed. From
this point of view it seems to be important to compare the physical predictions obtained within
models based on different reduced phase spaces. Thus, one can check whether they describe the
same quantum theory, at least in the semi-classical sector.
For the full theory, where a preferred notion of time in the quantum regime is absent, it will be
important to further push the development of approximation tools. We mentioned the mode ex-
pansion and the use of effective equations that can convincingly be adapted to timeless quantum
theories. We hope that such methods can be generalized to shed further light on the question
of quantum observables in full loop quantum gravity .
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